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1

INTRODUCTION

The share of smart devices in private households has been steadily increasing in the past years [59]. Smart home devices
are specifically designed to facilitate users’ daily life. They can enhance the convenience of everyday life, for instance,
through automation or by providing better control of energy consumption [40].
To provide their functionality, smart home devices collect and store data about users and their environment. Despite
the obvious benefits, collecting and processing data raises privacy and security concerns of (potential) smart home
users. These concerns have repeatedly been studied in the literature (cf. [69, 72, 74]). However, prior work strongly
focused on residents, i.e. those living in the smart home who own and control the devices.
At the same time, smart home devices collect, store, and process data, independent of who is present and might be
affected. As a result, bystanders, in particular visitors of smart homes, are typically either unaware of smart home devices
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collecting and using data about them and/or have little to no means to influence which data is collected about them and
when [33, 41, 42, 52, 68]. Prior work showed that visitors wish to limit data sharing in foreign smart homes [19, 41, 42]
and recommended to design devices that provide visitor modes [33, 42, 69, 70], to investigate options for making smart
devices discoverable [54, 58], or to provide means for visitors to exert control over the data that is collected about
them [41, 68].
What remains mostly unexplored though, is whether and to what degree visitors understand how smart devices
affect their privacy. This knowledge is yet crucial to design appropriate solutions. To close this gap, we specifically
focus on the perspectives of smart home residents and visitors as well as the interplay of both roles. We answer the
following research questions:
RQ1 What are common privacy perceptions of residents and visitors regarding smart home ecosystems?
RQ2 What are misconceptions of residents and visitors regarding privacy in the smart home data ecosystem?
RQ3 What are differences in privacy perceptions of residents and visitors regarding smart home ecosystems?
We contribute an in-depth investigation of the privacy mental models of two roles in smart home ecosystems (i.e.,
residents and visitors). We invited 30 participants (15 per role) to participate in a drawing exercise. The participants
were asked to illustrate their mental models of data creation, flow, and storage in smart home ecosystems. The drawing
exercise was complemented by semi-structured interviews. Participants in the resident perspective were asked about
their own experiences with smart home devices, while those in the visitor perspective were asked about experiences
while visiting other smart homes.
We found that residents generally have a more detailed understanding of data collected about them in smart home
ecosystems with fewer misconceptions than visitors. Furthermore, misconceptions in the visitors’ privacy mental
models prevent them from acting in a way that matches their privacy needs and are independent of their technical
understanding of the data flow in the smart home ecosystem. For instance, visitors often believed that active interaction
or registration with a smart device (e.g., a smart doorbell) is necessary for it to collect and process sensitive data about
them. We discuss the limitations of existing solutions that aim to support the privacy decisions of residents and visitors.
We conclude with identifying challenges for the design of privacy interfaces for smart home scenarios respecting both
roles, discuss opportunities to address these, and provide directions for future research.
2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

To set the scene for our work, we draw from several strands of research, namely work on smart home ecosystems and
mental models in general, prior work on perceptions of smart home privacy, and bystander privacy.
2.1

Smart Home Ecosystems

Smart homes have been described in the literature as households equipped with various devices offering computing
power and serving various purposes, such as promoting comfort, security, and entertainment [4, 7, 22], aiming at
providing a convenient living environment for users [57]. Smart home devices are typically equipped with sensors to
gather data about users and their environments (potentially being stored and processed outside the smart home) [25],
and connected to each other, to the Internet and/or the provider [55]. An increasing variety of smart devices is
commercially available [59]. Devices come in various form factors [55] and support various application cases, such
as increasing comfort by automation and remote control; monitoring health data via diverse senors; and sustainable
energy consumption [40]. At the same time, these raise new challenges for usable privacy and security [5].
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Overall, work evolves around smart homes and their benefits, interaction with smart devices, adoption, concerns,
and sharing of IoT devices [23, 53]. Marikyan et al. identified user perceptions as an open direction for future research,
suggesting to further investigate various stakeholders’ perceptions [40].
2.2

Mental Models

Mental models are internal representations humans derive from the real world [29]. Based on mental models, humans
adapt their behavior. The level of sophistication of mental models differs between individuals [8, 29, 30]. When using
technologies, users can have two types of mental models: 1) functional and 2) structural models [49]. Users with
functional models know how to use a technology, but not how the technology works in detail. Users with structural
models have a detailed understanding of how a technology works. This also implies that mental models must be sound
enough for users to interact with a technology [34]. Once a mental model has been constructed, it is rarely modified [62].
Misconceptions in mental models might lead users to behaviors that do permanently not represent their actual needs.
2.3

Perceptions of Smart Home Privacy

In general, privacy is users’ possibility to control the conditions under which their personal data is captured and
processed by a third party [16]. This means that privacy is individually defined by each user. Smart home devices
collect and process data about users and their environments. The perceptions and mental models of users regarding this
data collection have been studied by a plethora of works [2, 6, 9, 11, 13, 19, 64, 66, 69, 71]. Mental models for specific
devices, such as smart speakers, have been investigated considering respective privacy risks within a (shared) household
scenario [27]. Many of these identified privacy concerns and barriers that hinder people from becoming smart home
users. The data collection by smart home devices has repeatedly been identified as a major privacy concern [1, 61, 67].
When asked for specific concerns and consequences from privacy invasions, participants frequently named the
physical security of their homes and the possibility for hackers to gain access to smart home devices via the Internet [69,
74]. Hence, smart home users wish to be aware of the specific data that is collected and transferred to providers [19,
28, 45] or data should be anonymized [35]. At the same time, there are several reasons for which users are willing to
sacrifice privacy. Among those, convenience constitutes a primary factor for adopting smart home technologies and for
disregarding personal privacy concerns [19, 72]. However, these studies mostly focused on primary users and/or shared
household scenarios, rather than considering external bystanders such as visitors.
2.4

Bystander Privacy

The privacy of bystanders has been studied in related domains, such as life-logging [26, 32, 48] and augmented or mixed
reality [3, 12, 17, 37, 46, 51, 65]. All of these works show that bystanders wish to be aware of their data being recorded
to make the decision whether or not to share this data.
Prior work on smart homes focused on people beyond primary users includes investigations of privacy concerns
among minors [43, 44, 56, 63]. Parents have to consider a trade-off between knowing about their children’s actions
and their children’s privacy. Other work investigated multi-user scenarios in smart homes with multiple residents,
showing that on one hand privacy can be negotiated among them [24], but that on the other hand, social relations
make this difficult at times [67]. Visitor modes for smart homes, that provide visitors with functionality while still
preserving the owners’ privacy, have been suggested [70]. Naeini et al. investigated the willingness to share data in
spaces equipped with smart devices [19]. Among other scenarios not related to bystanders, they investigated the visit
of a friend’s smart home with a presence sensor to control lights. Their results show that users find data sharing in
3
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public places (e.g., a department store) more acceptable than in private ones (e.g., a friend’s home). This indicates that
bystanders in private places might not accept their data to be shared. Yao et al. studied bystander privacy in smart
homes in three scenarios [68], each investigating a specific smart home device in a co-design study. 18 participants
identified factors that impact and mitigate their concerns. Most importantly, bystanders wish to exert control over data
collection, also by interacting with the smart home device themselves. Similarly, Marky et al. investigated bystander
privacy in scenarios that represented different levels of familiarity with the smart environment [41]. They found that
bystanders exhibit several misconceptions about their privacy. Mare et al. specifically investigated perceptions of
smart devices in AirBnBs [39]. Further research investigated means to support the discoverability of smart devices
in environments that are private and at the same time unknown to visitors, such as hotel rooms. A combination of
LED indicator lights and a beep sound can support users in discovering devices [58]. Another suggestion is to visualise
spaces of data collection by means of augmented reality [54]. More general studies about smart home visits showed
that bystanders have difficulties to protect their privacy in foreign smart homes because of a lack of strategies [42].
While individuals would use technological solutions, communication with the device owners was overall considered as
appropriate solution to address privacy needs of visitors [14].
2.5

Summary

Smart devices affect not only single users but also bystanders in environments where multiple people can be present.
Prior work investigated multi-user scenarios, where all users are residents of the smart home, and considered the
perceptions of bystanders and primary users separately. However, visiting a smart home differs from such multi-user
scenarios as IoT devices can capture data without explicit interaction. Several misconceptions and awareness issues were
identified in prior work.At the same time, mental models help users assessing whether their privacy is violated in smart
homes. Misconceptions within these models can prevent users from acting according to their privacy needs.
In this paper, we specifically investigate privacy mental models of the smart home ecosystem for two roles of smart
home residents and visitors, as these have not been well understood as of today. This allows us to compare them,
investigate the origin of misconceptions, and to draw conclusions that support better design of future smart home
environments and their privacy mechanisms that address the needs of both roles.
3

METHODOLOGY

To investigate the mental models of visitors in smart home ecosystems, we conducted two studies – one with visitors
and one with residents – as basis for a comparison. The study for each targeted role was split into two parts: 1) a drawing
exercise in which we asked participants to sketch their mental models and 2) a semi-structured interview to obtain
a deeper understanding. Drawing exercises are effective to capture the mental models of users considering specific
systems or technologies [30, 69, 73]. We further opted for semi-structured interviews since they offer a certain structure
while at the same time providing enough freedom to investigate participants’ perceptions in depth [50]. To inform the
interview guide, we conducted one exploratory interview per targeted role. Further pilot tests helped improve question
clarity. Results from the pilots are not reported.
3.1

Procedure

The procedure was identical for both targeted roles. However, we adapted the questions and the scenario to match the
respective role. All sessions were audio-recorded, while the drawing process was also video-recorded. A session lasted
4
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approximately one hour in total. We deliberately did not mention “privacy” in the study invitation, nor the consent

Scenario
Explanation
Residents

Interviews

Drawing
Exercise

data collection and storage,
prior experience
Residents

Visitors

Visitors

End
Reimbursement

Consent
Demographics

form or interview questions to avoid priming. The detailed procedure was as follows (cf. Figure 1):

Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of our study procedure.

1) Consent and Demographics. We commenced by providing participants a consent form which we asked them
to sign. Next, participants provided demographics, including their living situation, employment status, affinity for
technology following the ATI scale [21], and experiences with the usage of smart devices. We included the 10-item
IUIPC [38] to assess participants’ privacy perception prior to the study.
2) Drawing Exercise. We introduced participants to the scenario to nudge them to think based on their role. Residents
were asked to consider devices that they use at their home while visitors were asked to consider visiting the smart
home of another person. Then, participants conducted the drawing exercise. We provided them with a piece of paper in
DIN A3 size and pens in different colors.
Participants in prior studies including a drawing exercise (cf. [73]) faced two challenges. First, it was difficult for them
to add details to their sketches resulting in very simple sketches. Second, the participants struggled in commencing
with sketching. To mitigate these issues, we provided a wide range of printed cut-outs of smart home devices that the
participants could choose for their sketches. We furthermore wanted to ensure that participants indeed consider a smart
home ecosystem as a whole. In particular, we asked them to choose devices of five categories of smart home devices that
are already available on the market (at least one each). Those categories were: 1) entertainment and communication,
2) energy management, 3) security and safety, 4) health and 5) home automation (cf. Appendix C for the full list of
devices). We specifically asked participants to sketch their understanding of how the devices are connected to each other,
including their understanding of the data flow with a focus on data that contains personal information about them.
During the drawing exercise, we encouraged participants to think aloud and comment on what they were drawing.
Previous studies demonstrated the effectiveness of this combination [69].
3) Semi-Structured Interview. We proceeded with role specific, semi-structured interviews. We used the sketch from
the previous part as the basis for the discussion. Participants were instructed to highlight devices and entities that
collect or receive data about them and explain their understanding of it. Next, the examiner asked participants to label
entities in their sketches to clarify them.
4) End and Reimbursement. After the interview, we gave participants the opportunity to ask questions or to provide
additional feedback. Finally, we reimbursed them with an online shopping voucher valued at roughly 10 dollars.
3.2

Participants and Recruitment

We recruited 30 participants (15 residents, 15 visitors) via mailing lists, flyers, poster advertisements, and social networks.
We aimed at recruiting participants with different experiences regarding smart home devices in order to capture a wide
range of possible mental models. Considering the resident role, we invited participants that either already own smart
home devices or are interested in buying devices soon. We did not apply restrictions to the visitor role.
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3.2.1 Demographics. Participants’ age ranged from 18 to 64 (MN = 30.33, SD = 12.12), N = 7 identified as female,
most of them were students (N = 18), and living with their family (N = 10). By means of the ATI scale [21], we assessed
participants’ affinity for technology on a scale from 1 to 6, where higher values indicate a higher affinity for technology.
Residents’ ATI ranged from 2 to 5.78 (MN = 4.06, SD = 1.04), visitors’ ATI was similar and ranged from 2.78 to 5.56
(MN = 4.33, SD = 0.66). Table 1 provides an overview of our sample. Table D (Appendix) shows details per participant.
3.2.2 Prior Experiences with Smart Devices. Within the demographics questionnaire, we asked participants to list
their own smart home devices, if applicable. Furthermore, we asked them about prior experiences and how often they
interacted with smart devices (at home and in general) in the semi-structured interview.
Overall, ten participants (residents: 6, visitors: 4) reported owning smart devices1 . Of them, three participants in the
resident role and one in the visitor role had multiple smart home devices that are connected to each other.

Residents

Visitors

Sum

Age

Mean
SD

35.73
15.29

24.93
2.84

30.33
12.12

Gender

male
female
prefer not to say
other

12
3
0
0

11
4
0
0

23
7
0
0

Work

student
self-employed
employed full time
other

7
3
0
5

11
0
3
1

18
3
3
3

ATI Scale

Table 1. Participants’ demographics, employment status, and ATI scale, for residents, visitors and both.

Min
Max
Mean
SD

2.00
5.78
4.06
1.04

2.78
5.56
4.33
0.66

2.00
5.78
4.19
0.86

Participants reported on further experiences with smart home devices, including visits of smart homes (residents: 2,
visitors: 11), or having shared a device (e.g., in their flatshare, visitors: 2).
3.2.3 Privacy Perceptions. To assess participants’ privacy perception, we applied the 10-item IUIPC questionnaire [38].
Higher values in the IUIPC scales indicate that participants are more sensitive regarding privacy concerns. Overall,
they rated their wish to exert Control with Mean = 6.07 (residents: 6.15, visitors: 6.00), their Awareness about privacy
practices with Mean = 6.1 (residents: 6.2, visitors: 6.00), and the perceived ratio between Collection and benefits with
Mean = 5.38 (residents: 5.42, visitors: 5.33, refer to Table 3 in Appendix B for detailed values).
3.3

Ethical Considerations

With our study, we followed the guidelines of the ethics committees at the authors’ institutions. User studies at our
institutions have to limit the collection of personal data in order to preserve participants’ privacy. Each participant
received a randomly assigned identifier. Prior to the interview, each participant signed a consent form. The consent form
was stored separately from all other data such that data cannot be linked to participants’ identities. Our institutions are
located in a country without a requirement for following a formal IRB process for the kind of user study we conducted.
Still, we took the necessary precautions to preserve participants’ privacy. Note that we conducted the interviews prior
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
1 Note,

that in case only the smartphone was mentioned (questionnaire and/or interview), we did not count it as it is not a standalone smart home device,
but is usually used together with other devices.
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Data Analysis

First, we transcribed the audio recordings and digitized the sketches. Then, we analyzed the sketches and interview
transcripts in two sessions using thematic analysis [10]. The analysis consisted of open, axial and selective coding.
In the first session, we analyzed the level of sophistication of the mental models expressed in the sketches. For this, we
followed an open-coding approach in which two authors were coders. In an initial discussion, they developed a code
dictionary. The dictionary consisted of four codes for the expressed level of sophistication by reviewing all sketches
and by agreeing on a final code dictionary. Then, they independently coded all sketches. Results were discussed and
final code allocations for each drawing were agreed upon. Throughout the analysis, we also considered the audio
recordings to complement the information expressed in the sketches in cases where parts of the drawing were unclear.
To determine the inter-rater reliability, we calculated Cohen’s κ, which is 0.824 (almost perfect agreement).
In the second session, we analyzed the interview transcripts to develop the mental models of data collection and
storage. Two researchers individually coded two representative interviews for each view, using thematic analysis with
open coding. We then established a coding tree in a review meeting and applied it to the remaining interview transcripts.
The coding tree consists of 103 codes. We related those codes to each other by using axial coding which resulted in
six final categories of codes. Through selective coding, we removed codes without sufficient data to be considered as
robust, such as codes which were used only once over all participants. The full coding tree is available in Appendix A.
Finally, based on the codes from the transcript analysis and the level of sophistication, we developed participants’
mental models of the smart home ecosystem, including their perception of entities that capture and store personal data.

3.5

Limitations

Due to the qualitative nature of our study, quantitative conclusions cannot be made. We provided our participants
with printed pictures from smart home devices to support them during the drawing exercise, which might have had an
impact on their drawings. However, in order not to limit them in their expression, we provided products that are already
available on the market from a wide range of product categories. To create a list of available devices, we systematically
searched best-seller lists of online stores resulting in a list of 89 smart home devices. We grouped similar devices and
provided a generic depiction as print out to the participants. Not to limit them in their drawing, we also told them that
they could add devices if they are not present as print-out.
Our sample consists of participants with a mean age of 30.33 years. While the usage of smart homes is dominant
within this age group in Germany [60], our sample might not be representative. Furthermore, 18 of 30 participants were
students and many were living with their family (10) or partner (9). Hence, our results may only apply to users with a
similar background.

4

RESULTS

In this section, we illustrate the findings of our study. First, we provide a descriptive overview of the content and topology
of the participants’ sketches showing the devices and additional entities they incorporated. Then, we present the mental
models on the smart home ecosystem, data collection, and data storage. We cite residents as P R (N R for descriptive counts)
and visitors as PV (NV ).
7
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4.1

NR

NV

Sum

Objects &
Setting

Router
Homes / Houses / Rooms
Additional Smart Devices

6
2
6

3
2
11

9
4
17

Abstract
Entities

Apps & Services
Companies & Providers
Cloud
Internet

5
9
3
5

0
2
2
5

5
11
5
10

Threats

Hackers
digital footprint

2
1

0
0

2
0

People

Table 2. Overview of additional entities: participants added various entities to their sketches (N R : counts for residents, NV : visitors).

User
Guest

5
0

1
3

6
3

Content and Topology

In this section, we summarize the content of the participants’ sketches. We provide details on the devices chosen by the
participants, additional entities they added to their sketches, and the topology of the sketches. This serves as a descriptive
overview about what the participants drew.
4.1.1

Device Choice. To ensure that participants consider an ecosystem of different devices, we asked them to choose

one device from each of the following five categories Entertainment & Communication, Energy Management, Security &
Safety, Health, and Home Automation. Participants were free to add further entities and devices. Table 4 in Appendix C
provides an overview of available and chosen devices.
In general, participants in the visitor scenario tended to choose devices with which they would interact directly (e.g.,
the smart doorbell (NV = 4)), while residents rather chose devices that are likely to be used in their home even without
a constant direct interaction (e.g., smart heating (N R = 4)). Considering specific devices, both groups mostly added
a smartphone for communication (N R = 8, NV = 7), smart lights for energy management (N R = 8, NV = 7), and
smartwatches for health (N R = 8, NV = 12) to their sketch. As for security and safety, participants mostly chose a smart
smoke detector (N R = 5, NV = 5). For automation, a smart vacuum cleaner was most popular for residents (N R = 6)
and smart jalousies or fridges (NV = 4 each) for visitors.
4.1.2 Additional Entities. Participants were not limited to the five chosen devices. All of them added additional entities
in their sketches (cf. Table 2 for an overview). First, they added physical objects and devices (e.g., routers) or set the
scene with concrete rooms of their smart home scenario. Second, abstract entities, such as service providers, the Internet,
or apps were mentioned in some sketches. Third, participants added themselves as a user. Finally, some added potential
threats (such as hackers) to the ecosystem.
4.1.3 Topology of Sketches. All participants except for one resident arranged their sketch around a central node which
is connected with the majority of devices to control them and/or process and store the data. The central node was
either a local server/network or router within the smart home (NV = 5, N R = 4), an external server that is reachable
over the Internet (NV = 2, N R = 0), an additional IoT/smart device, such as a smartphone/tablet (NV = 5, N R = 8), the
users themselves (N R = 2), a generic/unspecified device (NV = 2, N R = 2) or a smart home app (N R = 1). Note that 2
residents specified both, a router and a smartphone, as central device. Residents stated, e.g.:
“And then, they’re connected somehow. But I don’t know how it gets there.” (P R 8)
“There is that central component, but I don’t know how this is called.” (P R 13)
Comments given by the participants in the visitor target group are:
8
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(a) Schematic Simplification (Primary User)

(b) Schematic Simplification (Bystander)

Fig. 2. Participants’ sketches showing examples of schematic simplification mental models. We replaced participants’ notes with
digital labels to enhance readability.

“A WiFi router or maybe the particular company has its own kind of wireless connector that wirelessly controls
all the devices.” (PV 12)
“Well, there is the smartphone from which everything can be controlled.” (PV 5)
Furthermore, participants had different understandings of how the entities of the smart home ecosystem can be
connected to each other. Devices were either connected via a local WiFi network, Bluetooth, or the Internet.
4.2

Level of Detail

Based on the interviews and sketches, we found four types of mental models regarding the smart home ecosystem,
differing in their level of sophistication. For the individual assignment of each participant to a mental model, refer
to Appendix D. Previous work on mental models of smart home users used two levels of sophistication (e.g., [61]).
We provide a more nuanced view to demonstrate differences between the investigated target groups of visitors and
residents.
(1) Schematic Simplification. Some participants in our study illustrated smart home technologies without a
detailed understanding, referring to a functional mental model [49]. Accordingly, participants only sketched
connections between the devices within the five categories provided by the examiner. These connections were
not further specified. The role of external entities, such as the Internet or external service providers, were not
explained or not mentioned at all.
For instance, P R 13 in the resident group only connected the five devices with a point in the middle that represents
a network between them (see Fig. 2a). Similarly, PV 4 in the visitor group used the smartphone as a central node
and sketched simplified connections to the smart home devices, depicting additional entities outside the home
(see Fig. 2b). Five visitors and three residents demonstrated this level.
(2) Basic Understanding. This type of model is characterized by extending the previous type with external entities,
such as the Internet or a cloud as well as a clear connection to them. The basic understanding also forms a
functional model [49] since details are very limited.
9
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For instance, P R 2 sketched a basic server as an additional entity and an Internet connection (Fig. 3a). PV 12 drew
an external server and a connector within the smart home and different connections between entities (Fig. 3b).
Seven visitors demonstrated a basic understanding, and three participants in the resident group.
(3) Advanced Understanding. Participants demonstrating an advanced understanding frequently sketched a
central component (e.g., a smartphone or server) controlling all other devices. They made a distinction between
a local network and the Internet and added other components (e.g., a central server) that go beyond the five
categories we provided. This forms a basic structural model since details about the connections and topology are
included [49].
P R 3 depicted different types of connections. They made a distinction between data within the smart home and
data that leaves it but did not differentiate entities outside the smart home (Fig. 3c). PV 15 drew a similar sketch
but included a window and a treadmill within the smart home. Again the entities outside the home were simplified (see Fig. 3d). Six visitors showed an advanced understanding, and five participants in the resident group did.
(4) High-level Understanding. The high-level understanding is a sophisticated structural model [49]. The participants made clear distinctions between different network types within and outside the smart home. They added
additional entities, such as the Internet, clouds, and even attack surfaces. They also sketched a clear data flow
between the devices.
For instance, P R 7 demonstrated a detailed understanding of entities outside the smart home by including entities
such as a cloud, different providers, and data types (see Fig. 3e). PV 10 added different providers, a cloud, and
the Internet and sketched the connections between the different devices, the possibility to receive updates and
how to interact with them as a visitor (see Fig. 3f). One participant in the visitor group showed a high-level
understanding and four residents did.
4.3

Data Collection

We asked participants to mark devices that collect data about them (e.g., new data created by sensors) and to explain
how the data collection works according to their understanding. We also asked them to mark devices that receive data
(e.g., existing data within the ecosystem captured by other devices’ sensors) about them and to explain how.
(1) No interaction, no data collection. This cluster of mental models describes cases in which no data is collected
automatically but only as users directly interact with a smart home device. Six participants in the visitor target
group believed that devices do not collect data about them unless they directly interact with the device’s interface.
Surveillance cameras and motion sensors form an exception. For these, participants understood they only need
to be in the vicinity of the devices.
“I also do not know who registers that I am out of the house and what registers that I am out of the house and
what registers that the lights are still on, no idea.” (P R 13, schematic simplification)
“It depends a lot on the usage. For example, if I would charge my phone and go to the power outlet. But in
principle the power outlet could collect data from me [...] I don’t wear the smartwatch, Thus I do not think so
[that it collects data about me].” (PV 14, basic understanding)
This model was prominent among participants with a functional mental model of the smart home ecosystem, i.e.
a schematic simplification or a basic understanding.
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(a) Basic Understanding (Primary User)

(b) Basic Understanding (Bystander)

(c) Advanced Understanding (Primary User)

(d) Advanced Understanding (Bystander)

(e) High-level Depiction (Primary User)

(f) High-level Depiction (Bystander)

Fig. 3. Participants’ sketches showing examples of basic, advanced, and high-level understanding mental models. We replaced
participants’ notes with digital labels to enhance readability.
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(2) No registration, no personal data. Another aspect mentioned by visitors is that even if they interact with a
device that captures data, the data is not personal unless they register as users with the specific device. This was
mentioned by four participants in the visitor target group, e.g.:
“With the refrigerator, the question is what kind of functionality it has. In principle, if I take a beer out now, it
collects data somewhere that at least one beer is missing. It probably can’t assign it to me, but it is missing.”
(PV 14, basic understanding)
“When I sit on the sofa as a guest and switch through the TV, I also generate data. Also not individually, so they
can’t draw conclusions about me, nevertheless, it generates data of course.” (PV 2, advanced understanding)
Again, this type of model was mostly expressed by participants with a rather functional mental model, i.e. a
schematic simplification or a basic understanding.
(3) Known devices form exceptions. Visitors believed that smartphones collect data about smart home visitors.
All participants who explained this aspect connected it to their existing knowledge about and experiences with
smartphones:
“With a smartphone, I could imagine the front camera running or anything else being recorded. The moment it
is collected, I always assume that it will be stored.” (PV 11, schematic simplification)
(4) All devices collect data, except wearables. Participants expressed that in general all devices in the vicinity
of a person can collect data about them. Wearables, however, form an exception as participants expected that
they have to be worn to collect data. Two participants in the visitor target group expressed that all smart home
devices collect data about them. They considered the resident’s smartwatch as an exception because the visitor
is not wearing it, e.g.:
“All except for the smartphone and smartwatch of the owner.” (PV 9, basic understanding)
“Generally all [devices] that I’ve described I would say, except for the smartwatch.” (PV 6, basic understanding)
(5) Local actions without an Internet connection. When considering the data flow, participants in both groups
believed that a connection to the Internet is only required if controlling or accessing data from a device at a
remote location but not to trigger a local action.
“I think it is also a simple connection because only mechanically something [the jalousie] goes up and down.
Compared to other devices, there is no connection to the Internet in the sense that it is now looking or something
special.” (P R 5, advanced understanding)
“What I actually think about are light bulbs, but I don’t need light bulbs that I have to switch off from outside
the house, I just need a light bulb where I don’t have to get up from the bed.” (P R 12, high-level understanding)
(6) Configuration by a third party can violate privacy. Two participants in the visitor group reported negative
experiences based on smart devices that were configured by a third party in their own apartment, e.g.:
“My landlord installed a device showing how warm it is in the room and how humid the air was, and said it
would be for my own control when I have to ventilate and turn on the heating. [...] Later, I found out that this
[device] sent data via WiFi to my landlord’s laptop. He actually came up and knocked if it was too warm or too
humid or something and told me to air the room. Unpleasant experience.” (PV 4, schematic simplification)
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Data Storage

Finally, we assessed mental models on where data collected in smart home environments is stored.
(1) Data is stored locally. Participants that described this mental model believed that data about them is only
stored within the smart home (network). It could be stored on the smart device itself (NV = 6, N R = 1), or on a
dedicated storage device (NV = 4, N R = 4).
The following comments were provided by participants in the resident target group:
“I think the [vacuum] robot has its own processing power, it does not need a cloud.” (P R 7, high-level)
“The best thing would be to have your own server, where your data [...] is stored, without the data leaking out,
without anyone being able to infer consumer behavior from it [...]. Only if you then agree correspondingly, the
data may also be used.” (P R 15, schematic depiction)
(2) Data is stored remotely. Remote storage refers to a cloud server accessible via the internet (NV = 2, N R = 3).
Note, that only the smart home user was perceived to have access to it, e.g.:
“On the devices themselves only for a short time, because I assume that not much data can be stored there
and that there is no storage capacity, i.e. the data is always deleted. Everything is stored in the cloud.” (PV 2,
advanced understanding)
(3) Data is stored remotely by the provider. In this model, the data is stored in the cloud of the provider of the
IoT device (NV = 8, N R = 7), e.g.:
“On a server. Someone is the provider of all of that.” (PV 5, advanced understanding)
“[...] I’m scared because I don’t know exactly what’s going to happen with the data.” (P R 14, adv. understanding)
(4) No knowledge of data storing. Finally, one participant from the visitor group expressed to have no idea where
the data is stored:
“I don’t know. I really don’t know. I could imagine that there might be local memory for one thing, but probably
it will be more like cloud-based external memory. I don’t know.” (PV 14, basic understanding)
5

DISCUSSION

We now discuss the results of our study. We first describe the difficulty to derive a sound mental model due to the
heterogeneity of smart home ecosystems. Then, we discuss differences and misconceptions in the mental models of visitors
compared to residents. Next, we discuss challenges for the design of privacy mechanisms targeting visitors and suggest
directions for future research.
5.1

Heterogeneity of Smart Home Ecosystems

The first common theme throughout our results is a difficulty with the heterogeneity of smart homes. While a generic
smart home ecosystem can be explained by a simplified depiction, there are a plethora of possibilities to configure
specific environments. This results from the large variety of devices on the market. For instance, smart TVs range from
simple models with a WiFi connection to more sophisticated models with additional sensors, such as microphones or
even cameras. Thus, there is no standard way of abstracting the data collected and stored by an arbitrary smart home
device.
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Heterogeneity is also reflected by the various connection types and device configurations participants sketched.
This indicates that it is difficult to judge whether a device collects data without prior knowledge making it particularly
difficult to derive a sound mental model of a specific smart home, especially for visitors. Participants in both roles
correctly depicted the data flow of specific devices that they had prior knowledge of, for example, Amazon Echos.
Furthermore, the data captured by smartphones was depicted accurately. This might result from most smartphones
sharing a common set of sensors and being well-known to participants. As a result, a mental model being correct for
one smart home might be wrong for another. However, known devices were depicted accurately.
Prior work has also shown that once established, existing mental models are difficult to change [62]. Hence, residents
or visitors with pre-existing mental models of privacy-respecting smart home ecosystems might not easily adjust their
mental model to a new, less privacy-respecting smart home ecosystem. While residents can adjust their mental models
over time as they interact with or add new devices, visitors might face difficulties in adjusting their mental models as
the environment is less well-known to them and might change without their knowledge. Thus, they might rely even
more on their – potentially wrong – mental models.
This answers RQ1: What are common privacy perceptions of residents and visitors regarding smart home ecosystems?

5.2

Misconceptions among Visitors and Residents

Within our study, we identified several misconceptions in the mental models in both roles, but mainly in visitors’ mental
models.
Visitors often illustrated the data collection in such a way that only devices they actively interact with are able to
collect data about them (e.g., the doorbell), while other devices (i.e., those they did not interact with actively) were mostly
considered to not collect information about visitors. While this holds true for some devices, it is not representative.
Sensors in the environment might indeed collect data about visitors without them interacting actively. However, cameras
and motion sensors formed an exception. Similar to smartphones, those devices are more common nowadays and, thus,
participants demonstrated better knowledge about them.
Furthermore, visitors underestimated how personal and sensitive collected data about them can be. Visitors frequently
thought that registration on the device is necessary such that collected data can be linked to their identity (e.g., login
into an account). While this again can be true, the interconnectivity of smart home devices might result in data getting
linked to a specific person without previously being registered to an account. This might lead visitors to act in a way
that does not match their privacy needs.
Our research confirms this misconception as it has also been demonstrated by related work [42]. While main factors
impacting privacy perceptions identified by related work are data sensitivity, familiarity with the environment and trust
in the device owner (cf. [19, 41]), we add users’ role within the smart home ecosystem to this list. Based on our results,
we assume that the origin of the misconceptions is not necessarily rooted in technology affinity or understanding, but
connected to the users’ role within the smart home. In particular, visitors with rather high ATI scores and sophisticated
sketches of the smart home ecosystem still showed misconceptions regarding data collected about them. Moreover,
participants of both target groups expressed that a connection to the Internet is required for remote control rather than
for data collection and processing.
It is particularly alarming that even visitors with advanced mental models about the data flow did not consider
data to be linkable to them. That means previous knowledge of a specific smart home device is not enough to judge
consequences of data collection. Lastly, (faults in) users’ mental models may persist and can highly impact their privacy
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perceptions potentially preventing them acting in a way that matches their privacy needs. This addresses RQ2: What
are misconceptions of residents and visitors regarding privacy in the smart home ecosystems?
5.3

Differences in Privacy Perceptions of Visitors and Residents

Our study also provides insights on how the mental models can differ depending on the users’ role (resident or visitor).
A first main difference is given by different distributions of the mental models considering the level of sophistication.
While we did not perform a quantitative analysis, the residents’ mental models tended to be more sophisticated. This
can result from the active usage of a technology, enhancing the understanding of it.
The second main difference we found in the mental models is based on the perception of devices that collect and
store data about residents and visitors. As illustrated above, bystanders underestimated the sensitivity of collected data
because they thought the data cannot be linked to their identity. This difference seems to be based on the different
perspectives of the investigated roles rather than on their understanding or affinity of technology. While visitors and
residents demonstrated a similar level of sophistication in their mental models with detailed knowledge about data
collection and storage, visitors in our study missed the connection between the collected data and their identity.
The final main difference is given by the fact that visitors were more likely to demonstrate misconceptions in their
mental models than residents. This could prevent them from acting according to their privacy needs.
To summarise, the differences in the mental models are primarily based on the user’s role, i.e. resident or visitor.
Hence, considering privacy, the user’s role is more important then their technology knowledge, answering RQ3: What
are differences in the privacy perceptions of residents and visitors regarding smart home ecosystems?
5.4

Design Challenges & Future Research

With our study, we found that misconceptions depend on roles. Hence, designing privacy mechanisms that specifically
target residents, and, more importantly, visitors is crucial. We discuss challenges and directions for future research
below.
5.4.1 Increase Awareness & Transparency. Mental models must be sound enough such that users can effectively interact
with a technology [34]. Our results show that functional mental models (i.e., those with rather low level of sophistication)
are not sound enough to accurately assess data collection and storage in smart homes, which particularly applied
to visitors. Additionally, mental models do hardly shift once established [62]. However, increasing transparency of a
technology can improve mental models [18].
Means to increase privacy awareness include privacy labels for IoT devices’ packaging (cf. nutrition labels on
groceries) [20, 31, 47]. However, as visitors are usually not involved in the device purchase, this information would not
be available for them. Another option is the use of QR-codes to provide detailed, privacy-relevant information on IoT
devices, to be explicitly accessible for visitors as well [68]. However, to reach and scan the QR-code, visitors potentially
need to pass the tracking space of the respective device (e.g., they are already on camera before receiving the respective
information). Lastly, device locators in the form of LEDs or beep sounds attached to devices can create awareness for
their position [58]. While residents might be aware of their own devices’ position, this information is particularly
relevant for visitors of foreign smart homes (e.g., hotel rooms). However, it is questionable whether the owners of smart
home devices would indeed distribute device locators or QR-code stickers in their private homes.
We argue that future mechanisms to increase privacy awareness in smart home environments also need to target
visitors. They cannot be assumed to accurately judge implications of data collection and device capabilities, especially if
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the visited environment is new to them. Hence, they need assistance. Examples include, but are not limited to, notifying
them about data collection on their personal devices (e.g., their smartphone) by a privacy assistance software [15, 36],
or visualising spaces of potential tracking by means of augmented reality [54].
Visitors might not have sufficient knowledge about privacy implications of smart homes. Hence, information about IoT devices and respective data collection needs to be made available for visitors, e.g., on their
personal devices.
5.4.2 Support Privacy Decisions & Control. Smart home environments provoke a complex interplay between different
stakeholders, their social relationship, their attitudes towards privacy, and the smart devices [14]. For instance, visitors
and residents might disagree in their preferences towards devices that collect specific data. Two participants in our study
even mentioned privacy violations by smart home devices installed by third parties (i.e., the landlord or roommate).
Hence, means to resolve these tensions and negotiate privacy aspects form an integral part of future work. Visitor
modes have been recommended in related work to mitigate privacy violations [33, 68–70]. Those modes might be
a viable solution for smart home environments to adapt to the presence of visitors. Hereby, means for visitors to
(automatically) communicate their privacy needs to the smart home environment are crucial. Such mechanisms should
prevent visitors from violating the residents’ privacy, but at the same time, the opposite should be true. For such a
mechanism to be scalable to smart home ecosystems with a plethora of heterogene devices, we argue that it should not
even be necessary for visitors to interact with specific devices. Instead, a personal smart device that belongs to them
could (automatically or manually) communicate their privacy needs.
Configuring and communicating privacy preferences needs to be possible for visitors without a need to
interact with single devices by, e.g., using their personal devices instead. Further, privacy mechanisms for
visitors should not interfere with the device owner.
6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the findings from a qualitative study investigating the privacy mental models of residents
and visitors in smart home environments. We interviewed 30 participants (15 in each target group) by means of a
drawing exercise and semi-structured interviews. The mental models of our participants had four different levels of
sophistication. Those with rather functional mental models miss enough soundness to act following their privacy needs.
As further results, we revealed essential differences in the perceptions of visitors and residents regarding the collection
and storage of sensitive data. Even though participants in both roles had a similar understanding of the data flow in
smart home ecosystems, visitors voiced several misconceptions connected to sensitive data that is captured about
them. These misconceptions prevent them from protecting their privacy matching their personal needs. Hence, roles
matter more than technology knowledge. Improving the privacy mental models, in particular for visitors who might
have limited abilities to act within the environment, constitutes a fundamental challenge due to the heterogeneity of
smart home environments and the increasing number of devices. Based on our study, we discuss the limitations of
existing solutions and illustrate implications and challenges for the design of future privacy interfaces in smart home
environments.
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A

CODING TREE

The bullet points represent the categories of our coding tree. The frequency in the two target groups is given in brackets
(NV : visitors, N R : residents). Data collection and receiving codes follow the structure <IoT device>-<data>.
• Perceived Control Entities
– Central component mentioned ( NV : 9; N R : 11)
– Central component not mentioned ( NV : 4; N R : 4)
– Central component (if mentioned, multiple codes per participant possible):
∗ Server (NV : 4; N R : 4)
∗ Cloud (NV : 2; N R : 1)
∗ Smartphone ( NV : 2; N R : 5)
∗ Smart Watch (NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ Tablet (NV : 1; N R : 1)
∗ Generic / unspecified control device ( NV : 2; N R : 2)
∗ Router (NV : 1; N R : 3)
∗ User (NV : 0; N R : 2)
∗ local network (NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ smart assistant (NV : 0; N R : 1)
• Perceived Data Collection
– No interaction with the device
∗ camera-video (NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ camera-audio (NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ smartphone-data (NV : 3; N R : 1)
∗ smartphone-video (NV : 1; N R : 1)
∗ smartphone-audio (NV : 1; N R : 1)
∗ smartphone-location (NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ smartwatch-audio ( NV : 2; N R : 0)
∗ smartwatch-data ( NV : 0; N R : 4)
∗ blood pressure sensor-blood pressure (NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ mattress-usage ( NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ lights-usage (NV : 0; N R : 2)
∗ doorlock-usage (NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ tv-audio (NV : 2; N R : 0)
∗ fridge-audio ( NV : 2; N R : 1)
∗ fridge-temperature (NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ jalousie-data (NV : 0; N R : 1)
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∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

window-data ( NV : 0; N R : 1)
smart assistant-audio ( NV : 2; N R : 3)
thermostat-body temperature ( NV : 1; N R : 0)
thermostat-temperature ( NV : 1; N R : 3)
surveillance system-video ( NV : 2; N R : 3)
smoke detector-status ( NV : 0; N R : 2)
vacuum cleaner-data ( NV : 0; N R : 2)
plug-usage ( NV : 0; N R : 1)
– By interaction with the device
∗ mattress-data (NV : 2; N R : 0)
∗ fridge-video (NV : 2; N R : 1)
∗ fridge-order (NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ doorlock-data (NV : 2; N R : 1)
∗ doorbell-video ( NV : 3; N R : 1)
∗ tv-data (NV : 5; N R : 0)
∗ smart assistant-audio (NV : 3; N R : 3)
∗ smartphone-data (NV : 0; N R : 3)
∗ smartwatch-data (NV : 5; N R : 1)
∗ vacuum cleaner (NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ light-usage (NV : 3; N R : 0)
∗ plug-data ( NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ brush-usage (NV : 0; N R : 2)
– Via interaction with other devices
∗ light-motion (NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ smart meter-energy consumption (NV : 1; N R : 0)
• Perceived Data Receiving
– No interaction with the device
∗ camera-video (NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ camera-audio (NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ smartphone-video (NV : 2; N R : 0)
∗ smartphone-audio (NV : 2; N R : 1)
∗ smartphone-messages ( NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ smartwatch-audio ( NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ smartwatch-messages (NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ smartwatch-data ( NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ fridge-data ( NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ heater-body temperature (NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ heater-temperature (NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ smart assistant-audio ( NV : 2; N R : 0)
∗ surveillance system-video ( NV : 3; N R : 1)
∗ thermostat-body temperature (NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ vacuum cleaner-data (NV : 0; N R : 3)
– By interaction with the device
∗ vacuum cleaner-data (NV : 1; N R : 1)
∗ smartphone-data (NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ smartwatch-audio ( NV : 6; N R : 0)
∗ smartwatch-location ( NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ mattress-body data ( NV : 2; N R : 0)
∗ fridge-video (NV : 2; N R : 0)
∗ doorbell-video ( NV : 4; N R : 0)
∗ tv-data (NV : 3; N R : 0)
∗ smart assistant-audio ( NV : 3; N R : 2)
∗ light-usage (NV : 2; N R : 4)
∗ thermostat-usage ( NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ doorbell-video ( NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ plug-data ( NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ smoke detector-smoke (NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ jalousie-data (NV : 0; N R : 1)
∗ window-data (NV : 0; N R : 1)
– Via interaction with other devices
∗ light-motion (NV : 1; N R : 0)
∗ smart meter-energy consumption (NV : 1; N R : 0)
• Perceived Storage Location
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Local server / Internal Storage ( NV : 4; N R :4 )
(External) Cloud ( NV : 3; N R : 3)
Internet / Server ( NV : 0; N R : 3)
IoT Devices ( NV : 5; N R : 0)
Smartphone ( NV : 1; N R : 1)
Provider ( NV : 8; N R : 7)
Apps ( NV : 2; N R : 0)
User ( NV : 1; N R : 0)
Hackers ( NV : 1; N R : 0)
Marketing Companies ( NV :0; N R : 1)
No idea ( NV : 1; N R : 0)
Not mentioned ( NV : 0; N R : 3)
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IUIPC

Detailed values for all 10 IUIPC items [38] and all participants of both target groups, residents and visitors.
Table 3. Participants’ IUIPC ratings (10-item version [38]), for residents and visitors.

Control

Visitors
Mean
SD

Consumer online privacy is the consumers’ right to exercise control and autonomy over decisions about how their information is
collected, used, and shared.
Consumer control of personal information lies at the heart of consumer privacy.
I believe that online privacy is invaded when control is lost or unwillingly reduced as a result of a marketing transaction.

6.33

0.72

6.00

1.20

6.33
5.8

0.62
1.32

5.93
6.06

1.16
1.10

Collection Awareness

Residents
Mean
SD

Companies seeking information online should disclose the way the data are collected, processed, and used.
A good consumer online privacy policy should have a clear and conspicuous disclosure.
It is very important to me that I am aware and knowledgeable about how my personal information will be used.

6.07
6.46
6.07

1.28
1.06
1.16

6.13
6.13
5.73

1.19
1.06
1.53

It usually bothers me when online companies ask me for personal information.
When online companies ask me for personal information, I sometimes think twice before providing it.
It bothers me to give personal information to so many online companies.
I’m concerned that online companies are collecting too much personal information about me.

4.87
5.8
5.47
5.53

1.4
1.08
1.19
1.55

5.40
5.33
5.60
5.00

1.40
1.45
1.45
1.60
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DEVICES FOR DRAWING EXERCISE

Table 4 on the next page shows the categories and respective devices that we provided for the drawing exercise.
Each participant was asked to choose (at least) one of each category to ensure that they consider a whole smart
home ecosystem. The participants were allowed to add further entities if they wished so. The table also shows how
many participants of each target group (residents, visitors) in our study choose the respective device to explain their
understanding of the data flow in a smart home ecosystem.

Visitors

Sum

Entertainment
Communication

8
5
1
0
1

7
3
0
0
5

15
8
1
0
6

smart lights
smart heating
smart plugs
smart water meter
smart electricity meter

8
4
3
0
0

7
3
4
1
0

15
7
7
1
0

smart smoke detector
smart surveillance
smart doorbell
smart lock
smart window sensor

5
4
2
2
2

5
3
4
3
0

10
7
6
5
2

smart watch
smart brush
smart matress
smart blood pressure
smart sleep sensor

8
4
0
1
2

12
1
2
0
0

20
5
2
1
2

smart vacuum
smart jalousie
smart fridge
smart thermostat
smart coffee machine

6
3
3
3
0

2
4
4
3
2

8
7
7
6
2

Home
Automation

Health

Security
Safety

Residents
smartphone
smart assistant
smart hub
smart speaker
smart TV

Energy
Management

Table 4. Overview of Devices: Participants chose one device per category for their mental model drawing.
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MENTAL MODELS OF THE SMART HOME ECOSYSTEM PER PARTICIPANT

Table 5. Distribution of mental models about the smart home ecosystem, ATI scale and IUIPC scales among participants of both
target groups, including their employment status and living situation.

ID

Target Group

employment
status

living
situation

PU1
PU2
PU3
PU4
PU5
PU6
PU7
PU8
PU9
PU10
PU11
PU12
PU13
PU14
PU15

Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident

student
student
student
student
student
other
student
self-employed
self-employed
student
self-employed
employed/self-employed
student
employed
self-employed

PB1
PB2
PB3
PB4
PB5
PB6
PB7
PB8
PB9
PB10
PB11
PB12
PB13
PB14
PB15

Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor
Visitor

employed full time
employed full time
student
student
student
student
student
student
student
employed full time
student
student
student
other
student

IUIPC Scales
Awareness
Collection

Mental Model

ATI

Control

with partner
family
with partner
family
family
in a flat share
in a flat share
alone
alone
family
with partner
with partner
in a flat share
alone
family

advanced understanding
basic understanding
advanced understanding
basic understanding
advanced understanding
advanced understanding
high-level understanding
basic understanding
basic understanding
high-level understanding
high-level understanding
high-level understanding
schematic simplification
advanced understanding
schematic simplification

5.78
3.67
3.56
4.00
3.44
4.56
5.11
2.00
2.89
5.00
4.67
4.67
2.56
4.33
4.67

6.33
4.66
6.33
6.66
6.66
6.00
5.66
6.66
5.66
6.66
6.33
6.66
6.66
6.66
4.66

6.33
3.33
5.33
6.33
6.33
7.00
6.00
6.66
6.33
6.66
7.00
5.66
7.00
7.00
6.00

4.25
5.50
4.00
5.75
5.5
3.50
4.75
6.00
5.75
5.50
5.50
4.75
7.00
6.75
6.75

with partner
alone
with partner
with partner
in a flat share
with partner
family
family
family
with partner
alone
family
family
alone
in a flat share

advanced understanding
advanced understanding
advanced understanding
schematic simplification
advanced understanding
basic understanding
advanced understanding
schematic simplification
basic understanding
high-level understanding
schematic simplification
schematic simplification
schematic simplification
basic understanding
advanced understanding

4.78
4.11
4.67
2.78
3.56
4.56
5.56
4.33
5.00
4.22
4.33
3.67
4.56
4.11
4.67

6.00
6.00
5.33
6.33
6.00
5.00
7.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
4.00
5.33
7.00
6.00

5.66
7.00
4.66
6.33
3.66
4.66
6.33
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
6.66
5.00
7.00

5.25
6.25
4.25
6.00
4.50
2.50
6.50
5.75
6.25
6.75
6.25
3.50
4.00
6.50
5.75
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